23rd Annual Scholarship Reception

The UB School of Engineering and the Engineering Alumni Association (EAA) congratulate the exceptional students recognized at the 23rd Annual Scholarship Reception. For each picture, awardee names are listed in alphabetical order.

We are grateful to the generous donors whose commitments support the scholarships and to the UB EAA for co-sponsoring the event and donating flowers.

Dean Stenger gave the Introductory Remarks and presented the awards with Professor VanBenochoten (CSEE), Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education and Associate Professor Victor Paquet (ISE), Director of Graduate Studies.

To learn about becoming involved, please contact the Engineering Development officers at 645-2133 and ask for Tim Siderakis, Mike Madonia or Jerine Trzewiéczny.

Robert P. Apmann Award
Karl Bandilla CSEE (pictured),
Kelly Miller CSEE

Association of Old Crows (AOC) Scholarships
Russell Manzella CSEE
Roman Solomonuk EE (pictured)

Babcock and Wilcox Scholarship
David Manchester MAE

Chemical and Biological Engineering Academic Excellence Awards
Carlos Butrago CBE
Andrea Mornil CBE
Jacob Weiner CBE (pictured)

R. P. Shaw Award
Kar Him Chiu CSEE

Electrical Engineering Chair’s Recognition Award
Brian McSkimming EE

Energy Systems Institute Graduate Scholarship
Eric Kozarsky EE

Yong H. Lee Scholarship In memory of Yong H. Lee (BS AE ’81),
Jonathan Misse MAE

Joseph Morkle Dinner Memorial #4 and Watts Engineering and Architecture Minority Scholarship
Brittaan Clark EE

S.P. Prawel Award
John Veith CSEE

R. R. Rumer Award
Joseph Rocks CSEE

Zimmer Special Project
Mynal D’Arcangelo MAE

Schomburg Fellowship
Shola Olabisi EE

Thomas/Bar正义 Industrial Engineering Undergraduate School
Matthew Henchey ISE, Andrew White ISE (pictured)

Xerox/SHPE Scholarship Award
Carlos Gonzales CBE
Deluan Laguerre ISE (pictured)
Angela Nunez MAE

John Zahoor Memorial Scholarship
David Payne ISE
Karan Kumar Vaidya ISE (pictured)

Robert H. and Catherine H. Goldsmith Fellowship
Ashish Chitkara MAE, Eric Kozarsky EE (pictured), Laura Przybylinski CSEE (pictured), Kevin Tanzi CBE, Kwong-Yoon Wong MAE

Awards Not Pictured:
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Student of the Year Award
Lorine Dunham CSEE

Matthew R. Grappone Memorial Scholarship
Andrew Muraco CSEE

Institute of Industrial Engineers Senior of the Year
David Myers ISE

Robert B. Kleinschmidt Memorial Award
Marcia Tomko EE

Dean Paul E. Hoh Memorial Book Award
Brian Markin ISE

Moog Graduate Fellowship
Eric Devendorf MAE, Jason Luca MAE, Matthew McGinn MAE, Bryan Mesner MAE, Shola Olabisi EE

Senior Scholar Awards, John W. Danforth Company
Noah Bednowitz ISE, Matthew Henchey ISE, John Veith CSEE

Frederick Thomas Award
John Coles ISE, Megan Hannigan ISE, Devon McMaster ISE

Thomas G. Wilde Family Scholarship
Ming Ping Xie ISE

Silent Hoist and Crane Materials Handling Prize
Noah Bednowitz EE, Margaret Devendorf ISE (pictured), Matthew Henchey ISE, Jamie Jackson ISE, Brian Uterman MAE, David Myers ISE, Thomas Szalkowski ISE, Andre White ISE (pictured), Andrew Wills ISE, Jasmine Worship ISE

CSX Transportation Scholarship
Robert Colorafi EE, Steven Jean-Julien EE

Engineering Cooperative Society Award
Earl Manning EE

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Award
Michael Bonarsi MAE
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American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) Awards
Outstanding Junior Award: Kevin Pustulka CBE
Outstanding Senior Award: Ellen Cardone CBE

American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
Julian Snyder Endowment Fund Scholarship
Edward Bradfurher CSEE, Nathaniel Martin CSEE

Civil, Structural and Environmental Engineering Chair’s Graduate and Undergraduate Recognition Awards
Graduate: Saeed Fatnani CSEE
Undergraduate: Melissa Norlund CSEE

Dean’s Scholars
Mike Ahluwa CBE, Michael Allen SEAS, John Band SEAS, Adam Bangerter EE, Colin Connor CSEE, Peter Connor MAE, Kathleen Gajewski MAE (pictured), David Galuski CBE, Grady Gambrel EE, Lindsey Garay MAE, John Geizer EE, Ajay Gyer CSE, Jonathan Jones MAE, Steven Kapturczak MAE, Jasmine Lawrence SEAS, Garth Lester SEAS, Grace Leung SEAS, Daniel Padgett CSE, Steven Powell MAE, Evangeline Rauch MAE, Lule Scanell CSEE (pictured), Colton Steiner SEAS, Brandon Tammy EE, Andrew Wise MAE

Dean’s Fellows
Paul Berglund ISE, Li-Hsin Chien EE, Lei Ding EE, Pierre Fouche CSEE, Chi Lo CBE, Jungsoon Oh CSEE, Lei Xu CSE

NSF Bridges to the Doctorate Graduate Fellowship
Jahmil Campbell EE, Daniel Gatosh CIE, Barnard Onyencukuya EE, Epaphroditte Uwamana IE, Keith Ward IE, Christine Wingo IE

Engineering Alumni Association Scholarships
Kurt A. Cavalieri MAE, Michael Dinnezza EE, Christina Yakob CBE (center three)

Honorary Senior Scholar Awards
Christopher Beres CSEE (pictured), William Cuthbert EE, (pictured) Robert Fuller MAE, Josiah Johnson CSEE, Adam Kraus EE (pictured), Shajar Thomas MAE

Felix Stimson Scholarship
Kenneth Dawley MAE, Kristina Kalp CBE, Rachel Styn EE, Charles Tabone MAE

Joseph and Adele Augustyn Memorial Book Award
Chris Beres CSEE, Tai Boon Tan CBE

NASA Fellowship
Bradley Cheatham MAE, Michael Dinnezza EE, Andrew Gaeta EE (not pictured), Jonathan Mussel MAE

Presidential Fellowships
Zakery Carr MAE, Michael Bonaselli MAE, Brandon Brown MAE, Pierre Fouche CSEE, Ertay Gunel CSEE, Nathan Russell CSE, Scott Settembre CSE, Stephen Uurtamo CSE

Bhaw D. Shukla Scholarship
Kurt A. Cavalieri MAE, Thomas Heidinger EE

United Illuminating Company Scholarship
Christopher Hughes EE (center)